What has SPR done well to meet your needs as an international student?

- Organised social activities (D)
- Great conference (D)
- address the needs of international students by setting awards like diversity award. (B)
- In general: friendliness at the SPR meetings - I felt valued and welcome even as a someone who's just at the beginning of his graduate studies. (C)
- Perfect organization, relevant topics, excellent workshops, easy to interact with a lot of different researcher (E, C)
- travel grants ensured that I could attend two meetings (B)
- The journal is quite well, the conferences are focus on USA and Europe but it seems without care for Hispanic, African, Indian, Asian countries. (A)
- Networking during poster sessions. (C)
- Jornal (A)
- Great contents about ERPs. (E)
- Travel award; good range of e.g. panel speakers from the US and Europe (B, D)
- international contacts, grants, scientific exchange (C, B)
- Very good information structure (E?)
- The workshop on MML was excellent. (E)
- Provide ample opportunity to meet international scientists and provide (financial) support for international students to acquire hands-on scientific experience in another lab (C, B)
- Travel funding, research fellowships, great conference with friendly helpful people (B, C)
- SPR send me a brochure regarding Vienna meeting. (D)
- as 1st author of publication and graduate student I have received a free one-year membership (B)
- Provide the opportunities for everyone to present research. (D)
- Very well organized; specific offers for students; adjusted fees (D, B)

A: Journal (2)
B: (Monetary) Compensations (Travel funds, awards, reduced student fees, free membership for student authors in Psychophysiology) (8)
C: Networking + Scientific Exchange (6)
D: Good conference organization (6)
E: Good content (4)
How could SPR improve to better suit your needs as an international student?

- Anticipate the social activities to the first day (F)
- More awards/grants (A)
- Travel expense is what challenges the participation of international students due to the long distance travel, hope it can be more accessible (A, B)
- Lower the registration fee for the meeting (A)
- Haven’t had many needs so far. 😊
- Do SPR conferences in US cities that can be easily/easier reached like New York, Chicago, Miami, Los Angeles and all the other big ones (Minneapolis for example was difficult and expensive to reach from Europe) (B)
- Approach researchers and allow the exchange of knowledge (C)
- Conferences in Europe are way easier to attend (B)
- To make events in more variety of places and even different languages (B)
- Provide travel awards for international students (A)
- Provide more funds to travel to the annual meetings (A)
- More basic ERPs analysis study meeting (F)
- Allowing presentation of more than one poster/talk in the conferences (F)
- Promote international cooperations (C)
- More travel scholarships (A)
- More travel funding for people coming from further away (A)
- Encourage active participation of international students (e.g. in committees) and provide career support which matches requirements in the various countries of residence (E, D)
- More “casual” get together opportunities for networking across career levels (C)
- Travel grants (A)
- Coordinate students and researchers interested in the same area of research (C)
- Organize more workshops and symposia for international students (E)
- Discussion panel about the need for career development at the conference (D)

A: More monetary support (more travel funds, reduced registration fee, more awards/grants) (8)
B: Convention Site/country related changes (4)
C: More (coordinated) Networking (4)
D: Mentoring/Career Development (2)
E: Active participation of international students (e.g. committees, symposia) (2)
F: Other (3)
What kind of benefits would you like to get from being an SPR member?

- Not sure (A)
- Weekly emails with interesting articles and news; workshops/webinars (B)
- Registration discount, free access to workshops (C, D)
- Funding for future research activities (B)
- I receive newsletters from Psychophysiology (E)
- Reduction in conference fees and possibility to apply for travel grants (C, B)
- Low the cost of meeting inscription for students of development countries (C, G)
- Meet with researchers all over the world (F)
- Access to psychophysiology journal, and other resources, awards (E, B)
- More support for underdevelopment countries (G)
- nothing (A)
- Communication with other members, discount on conference/workshops, eligibility to apply for awards (F, B, C)
- Profit from the SPR network (F)
- Opportunities for collaborations, lab visits, etc. (F)
- Being part of the scientific discussion in my field and in the long run promoting my scientific career (F)
- Getting to know important researchers in the field (F)
- Access to workshops and training for methods used in physiological research (D)
- fellowships (B)
- Research information (E)
- nothing else than now (A)

A. Not sure/Same as now (3)
B. Awards, fellowships, funds (6)
C. Reduced fees for conference attendance (4)
D. Workshops, Methods Trainings, Webinars (2)
E.(Research) Information, Newsletters (3)
F. Networking and collaboration opportunities (6)
G. Support for developing countries (2)
Is there anything else you would like to tell the International Students Subcommittee or the SPR?

- No
- set up discussion forums to enhance the connection of students and other labs (B)
- Could be possible organize a symposium with students (C)
- To make events not only focus for USA or Europe but also the rest of the world, specially Hispanic and Asian countries (D)
- Good job! (A)
- Congratulations for the nice work (A)
- nothing
- You’re doing a really good job! (A)
- Great society, thank you (A)
- These new features seem to be a real big deal, thanks! (A)
- No

A: Praise for SPR (5)
B: Discussion forums to enhance connection of students and other labs (1)
C: Organize symposium with students (1)
D: Events also in Hispanic and Asian Countries (1)